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S4 Appendix. Summary of treatment and prevention-related recommendations by the level of 
evidence underpinning them and quality of CPG from which they originated. 
 
 

As illustrated in Figure 1 there was no apparent correlation between the quality of evidence underpinning 

recommendations for the treatment of VTE with LMWH or FDP and the quality of CPGs from which they originated. 

Briefly, while all recommendations for patients who fail treatment with warfarin (Figure 1C) were based on evidence 

levels B and C, all CPGs reporting recommendations for this indication were judged to be of moderate or high overall 

quality. No recommendations for the treatment of VTE in patients without cancer (Figure 1A) were based level D 

evidence; however, the largest proportion of level C recommendations for this indication was reported by high-quality 

CPGs. All guidelines reporting recommendations for the treatment of VTE in pregnant and/or lactating women 

(Figure 1D) that were based on level D evidence were judged to be of low overall quality, whereas all CPGs 

reporting level A recommendations for this indication were judged to be of high overall quality. For the treatment of 

VTE in patients with cancer (Figure1B), all recommendations reported by low-quality CPGs were based on evidence 

level A or B. In contrast, high-quality CPGs reporting recommendations for this indication were based on all levels of 

evidence. No figure is shown for the treatment of VTE in patients who cannot tolerate warfarin or in whom it is 

contraindicated, as only one recommendation (Level B evidence, reported by a low-quality CPG) was identified.  
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Figure 1. Number of recommendations for treatment indications by level of evidence and CPG quality  

 
 

Like treatment-related indications, there was no apparent correlation between the quality of evidence underpinning 

recommendations for the use of LMWH or FDP in preventing VTE and the quality of CPGs from which they were 

extracted (Figure 2). All recommendations for the post-operative prophylaxis of VTE in patients undergoing hip or 

knee surgery that were based on evidence level A were reported by moderate-quality CPGs (Figure 2A). In 

comparison, all recommendations for peri-operative bridging in patients needing long-term warfarin (Figure 2D) were 

based on evidence Level B and were reported by CPGs judged to be of moderate overall quality. All high-quality 

CPGs reporting recommendations for this indication were based on evidence Level C. For the prevention of VTE in 

patients with cancer, only CPGs judged to be of low-quality reported any recommendation based on evidence Level 

D (Figure 2C). Recommendations for the prevention of VTE in patients undergoing non-orthopedic surgery (Figure 

2B) and the prevention of VTE in patients with cancer (Figure 2C) were reported by low, moderate, and high-quality 

CPGs were informed by all levels of evidence.   
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Figure 2. Number of prevention-related recommendations for each indication by level of evidence and CPG 
quality  

 

 


